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This billionaire bear is always in control...Until he meets a curvy stranger that takes him out of his
element. From USA Today bestselling author Tasha Black:Derek Harkness is a billionaire who plays
by his own set of rules. By repressing his inner bear, Derek keeps every aspect of his life under his
iron control. But now it has been 300 Moons since a spell was put on him that helped him restrain
his bear. Derek is finding it harder and harder to focus... Especially when an accident throws him in
the path of a curvy stranger.Hedda Lane is a strong, independent woman, but a single mistake in
her past has put her whole life on hold. She is determined not to mess up again by falling in love,
especially not with the startlingly gorgeous stranger she meets in the woods on a cold fall
evening.When the you-know-what hits the fan, Derek and Hedda will have to work together if they
want to get out of Copper Creek alive. Now that Derek's 300th moon is upon him, can he restrain
the bear inside long enough to make it back to Tarker's Hollow? Or will he give in to his passions
and lose his only chance at control? Bait This! is a steamy standalone paranormal romance!One
magical spell. Four shifter siblings with a debt to pay. 300 moons.
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Bait This!A 300 Moons Bookby Tasha Blackâ•ï¸•â•ï¸•â•ï¸•â•ï¸•â•ï¸•The 300 Moon series will be
one of my favorites of Tasha Black series I can tell by this the first book in the series. It's well written
and full of twists. This storyline is fantastic and the plots flows well, the interpersonal relationships
are more involved and add depth to the storyline. I can tell you I read this book in 1 day, I could not
put it down. Tasha Black has a creative ability to build fantasy worlds with awesome characters with
emotions that gives us great entertainment. The scenes can take you to places you wait to make
your home. I have never been disappointed when reading her books. I loved the fact that we get to
revisit places and characters that were in previous books written by her. Oh My what can I say this
is a Spectacular start to a AWESOME SERIES I just know it.Derek Harkness is a Bear Shifter who
was raise on a farm but he was happy to be in the city. Derek is the CEO of his own company which
he gives his bear senses the credit. Derek feels as there are two beings in his body and his bear
wants to run free but Derek keeps him caged within himself. It's nearing Derek's 300 moon and he's
going back to the farm except he's not sure if this is the time to visit, with the mark on his hip
glowing he doesn't know what to think but then his Mom calls reminding him he had to be there.
Derek mom told them that they wasn't sure what the magic would require after the 300 moons but it
would need something. Derek hires a private plane to take him home. A storm comes up and
Derek's plane goes down! The bear in Derek wants to take over and Derek isn't sure if he should
keep it caged.
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